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The Role of Data 

The obvious: data and evidence don’t generally transform services per 
ce, but can, for example: 
• Provide insight and inform (externally as well as internally to the 

organization) 
• Challenge and trigger questions. 
• Provide for transparency: an essential element of modern 

democracy. 
• Aid diagnosis / problem identification and analysis. 
• Inform service design 
• Provide the basis for assessing performance and improvement. 
• Trigger productive conversation and debate 
• Aid foresight, forward planning & risk assessment 

 
Please note: for this purpose, I define data widely.  
 



Austerity & a Challenging Context 
Demanding (for example) 

• Heightened need for [cost] effective design, delivery & management: better 
monitoring,  performance management and output / outcome assessment 
 

• Ingenuity, innovation and forward thinking / early warning systems.  
 

• Anticipation / prevention / managing ‘demand’: intervention now to lower 
cost tomorrow.  

 
• New forms of organization  / methods of communication and interaction / 

ways of working. 
 

• Handling complexity: in problems /  communities / inter-relationships / 
new accountabilities. 

 

• Appealing to the public as citizens rather than as consumers of services. 

 

• Sharing ideas and learning: the danger of insularity. 
 



Some Perspectives in the Light of 
Public Sector Austerity 

McKinsey & Company (but ref CIPFA / Audit Commission / 
others):  

‘Adopt a ‘disciplined and systematic approach to solving public sector 
management problems that ‘favours the rational and analytic over the 
purely ideological’ and be ‘willing to abandon tools and techniques that 
no longer work’…..  use better evidence for decision making’. 

 

Goran Persson: Lessons from a Swedish Crisis (he defines 
five cornerstones of reform): ‘get a reality check’ – through 
analysis / question every conclusion and develop ‘a conviction’ that will 
withstand scrutiny by everyone ‘from professors to blue-collar workers’. 

 



Some Lessons from the ESRC Local Government 
Knowledge Navigator Programme 

 

Bearing in mind we are talking about transformation, local government knowledge and 
evidence needs include: 

 

• Being accessible, reliable and timely (answer today’s questions, but hopefully with an 
eye to tomorrow). 

• Experts / leaders, policy people and practitioners co-defining problems and co-
producing solutions with researchers and analysts. 

• Navigation aids and segmentation – who needs what knowledge and bringing it to 
their attention. 

• Translation and also transferability: understanding replicability and application in 
local context. 

• Approaches / methodologies that support innovation and challenge: challenging 
times may need evidence and data to support more than ‘evolutionary innovation’ 
(ref Eric Schmidt of Google). 

• Effective communcation in the right form and language essential. 



Some Lessons from the ESRC Local Government 
Knowledge Navigator Programme 

Emerging themes: 

• Cross local public service/place based research on 
complex/cross cutting problems  

• How to achieve radical change 

• Being more ‘intelligent around customers and communities’ - 
more ‘refined, granular and intelligent’ in understanding 
needs and responding to them.  

• Widely varying evidence needs, many not new, but with an 
austerity twist. 

 



So Let’s Look at the Application of 
Data and Evidence 



Evidence into Practice: Who Was 
Right, Politician or Researcher? 



Data Evidence and Political Process 

The Local Government Knowledge Navigator Programme identified: 

• That political leadership can be important: we encountered local politicians who 
championed independent research and data to aid decision making and council 
effectiveness to strengthen local democracy, service delivery, peer review, scrutiny 
and evaluation, and, in doing so, provide local politicians.  

• Concerns about the relationship between politics and research with a distinction 
between where politicians have to make a judgement about what – regardless of what 
is suggested by the research or data – is acceptable to the electorate; and 
circumstances where research knowledge simply challenges political dogma or 
entrenched belief, where it is less legitimate to avoid what research derived 
knowledge and evidence suggests; 

• Local politician concern about how accountabilities work when services are 
increasingly commissioned or effectively passed to the private or voluntary sector, yet 
with a public expectation that local (and national) politicians remain accountable, 
particularly if failures emerge. Applied research – if accessible and available - can 
help, for example in ensuring that service commissioning is based on rigorous 
evidence and data (and with the necessary transparency that the public expect). 

 



http://dspace.lib.cranfield.ac.uk/handle/1826/8368 
David Denyer, Cranfield School of Management: Management Focus Spring 2013 

http://dspace.lib.cranfield.ac.uk/handle/1826/8368
http://dspace.lib.cranfield.ac.uk/handle/1826/8368
http://dspace.lib.cranfield.ac.uk/handle/1826/8368


The Interpretation of Evidence 

• Evidence may not be conclusive / point to a single conclusion; 
so 

• Professionals and policy makers need to exercise judgment 
based on the best information available; and therefore 

• Handle complexity; 

• Be able to sift and relate evidence to the problem, and assess 
what needs to happen and how far that aligns with the factors 
that influence and govern what can be achieved through policy 
process: e.g. public opinion, political orthodoxy etc.; and 

• Understand biases in the system.  

This is a skills issue. 



The Interpretation and Use of Evidence and 
Knowledge: Seeing Things Coming 

Ref Philip Tetlock: “Expert Political Judgement: How good Is It? How Can 
We Know?” (2005):  
• Experts are not ‘good forecasters’ (e.g. failures to predict recession / 

technology hype and reality); so set up the ‘Good Judgement Project’ 
that demonstrates that: 

• A diverse team will produce better forecasts than a singleton; 
• Always seek feedback – i.e. validate by evidence and identify what can 

be forecast – and what can’t; and 
• Prove yourself wrong – i.e. probe the opposite side of the argument.  
 
See also: Broadcaster Tim Harford (‘More or Less’) on: 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=GLFESnkOJTs 
 
Public policy and services constantly rely on ‘forecasting’: explicit or implicit. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GLFESnkOJTs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GLFESnkOJTs


How Do You Apply Data? 
Source ONS / NASCIS / CPC 



The Interpretation and Use of 
Evidence 

• Even good science, evidence and knowledge needs to be ‘outward 
looking’ – it may not be self evident to the wider public or your 
client – ‘common sense’ may only be ‘common sense’ once 
explained; 

• Communication and presentation is therefore important; 

• Political, policy and public confidence and trust is easily 
undermined – particularly important where the evidence and data is 
complex – people might be prepared to accept expertise ‘on trust’ if 
they trust those producing it;  

• Never become arrogant in holding knowledge – to do so may gift 
doubters with ammunition to undermine, or undermine your clients 
confidence; and 

• Always assume that anything put into documents / emails etc. could 
become public so always communicate with care and respect for 
those who aren’t as expert!! 

 





So Drawing to a Conclusion 

Effective use of data and evidence needs leadership in:  
 Promoting research and data as an asset; 

 Public bodies need to make the most of the asset (e.g. data, 
evidence and learning as part of Peer Review?) 

 Role for Solace, the professions and professional bodies in 
promoting awareness and use; 

 Need access to good practice e.g. showcasing and building on 
exemplars and building capacity to use external knowledge, e.g. 
through sharing across authorities; 

 Role for CIPFA / Local Area Research & Intelligence Association 
etc. 

But remember: data, research etc. is about providing and 
communicating knowledge and understanding.  




